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Love Into Light The Gospel
This section of the Gospel closes the Book of Signs, containing the seven “sign-miracles” that the evangelist focuses on so that people may believe in Jesus as the Messiah, the Son of God, and through ...
I came into the world as light
Looks like he did just that and following in the footsteps of his predecessors, he has dropped a gospel tune dubbed ‘Mapenzi.’ Working in collabo with another artist by the name D Sense, the gospel ...
Has Cannibal seen the light? Releases gospel song
No, this isn’t a rant about the fluctuating quality of Fear the Walking Dead over the years (this season has settled into mostly “okay” territory), but in an effort to respond to complaints that the ...
‘Fear The Walking Dead’ Just Went Insanely, Absurdly Dark
The gospel of John is dramatically ... and has the memorable "Do you love me?" discussion with Peter over a fish breakfast. John weaves a couple helpful threads into his gospel which help the ...
Gospel of John
While it might be tempting to raise an eyebrow, five minutes into a call with the ... hidden desire and unrequited love. He called the sound “pagan gospel”. Its vulnerability could crack ...
All is full of love: The gospel according to serpentwithfeet
I get worried that he’s so into it he might bust out in a breakdance move and forget where he is. My favorite highlight of the evening was Mikkii Bouchard, who sang “You Can Depend on Jesus.” Inner ...
Mama Pat’s Inner Light Community Gospel Choir.
Fiver With the Atlantic School of Spontaneous Composition returns to a project Schmidt established nearly a decade ago and expands it with an eponymous ensemble that’s smaller than its substantial ...
Fiver With the Atlantic School of Spontaneous Composition
in James H. Charlesworth, ed. Jews and Christians: Exploring the Past, Present, and Future (New York: Crossroad: 1990): 76-96. The Gospel of John seems on the face of it a poor basis for ...
D. Moody Smith, "Judaism and the Gospel of John"
I grew up in “snow country,” upstate New York. The average annual snowfall was about 27 feet. It was nothing to have 2 or 3 feet of snow in one day.As you can guess, it would sometimes snow in the ...
Christians have good reason to see the light
Speaking to Catholics who are advocating for public policies at the state capitol, Archbishop Gomez said that Catholics must present the Gospel as ... beautiful plan of love for every human ...
Archbishop Gomez: Gospel is the Answer to the ‘New Religion’ of Secularism
He spoke a word into my ... we let our light shine, we have the capacity to bring light to others because we have the light of life. When we live as people transformed by the gospel, we become ...
Preaching an Unpainted Gospel
You Love God, but feel like you don’t fit in the typical church setting? Well, this is for you! In light of the above, team VRMG wishes to inform the public to be a part of the maiden gospel ...
Edem, Jesusgang gears up for the first ever gospel concert dubbed 'The Move'
Lathan Warlick has always had a sharp sense of self-awareness. Knowing when it’s time to transition from one season of life to the next has been instinctive to him since he was growing up in East ...
Interview: Lathan Warlick Aims to Be a Light in the World With Debut EP, ‘My Way’
In the past, we’ve chosen the five minutes or so we would play to make our friends fall in love with classical music, the piano, opera, the cello, Mozart, 21st-century composers, the violin, Baroque ...
5 Minutes That Will Make You Love Choral Music
Through rich and beautiful tracks that narrate splendid messages of love and hope, Dane Prophet is inspiring fans of Hip Hop and Gospel music ... which sheds light on the silver lining of our ...
Soulful Gospel Music Melded with Hip Hop: Presenting to the World Dane Prophet
A Chicago Realtors group is screening a documentary focusing on the people, policies, and institutions that segregated Black and white communities and educating members on fair housing issues.
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Fair Housing Month is over, but the fight against discrimination continues. ‘The Shame of Chicago’ shines a light on the racial wealth gap.
Pete Gitlin spent 20 years shining a light on other local talent as the host of Jungle Jazz Jam at the Chandler Pita Jungle. He died May 2 at 71.
'He embodied love and light.' How Pete Gitlin let his light shine on the local jazz scene
That's when [God] gave me the vision of ‘God, love, unity.’” Warlick traded choreography for crafting rap verses and began posting videos of himself incorporating rap verses into pop songs ...
Lathan Warlick on the Near-Death Experience That Led to His Collaborative Country EP 'My Way'
Yet as the Gospel of John reminds us, the light shines in the darkness and the darkness has not overcome it. The traditions of Holy Week take us on a journey from sorrow to salvation, reminding us ...
VIDEO: The Bidens encourage Americans to get vaccinated in Easter message
The dreamy “When I Ball” mediates gratefully on parents’ love and hopes for their children ... racism and paranoia. Even “The Light Pt. II,” in which Joba elaborates on his dad’s ...
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